A LTHOUGH critics lament the apparent thing-mindedness of the "consumption carousel,"^ business managements, workers, consumers, financiers, promoters, and government groups unconsciously have combined to turn the wheel of consumption in a new direction. Tbe thesis of this article is that the United States is well advanced into a service revolution that may in time bring to its beneficiaries wholly new quantitative and qualitative patterns of service consumption.
The growth of services is a logical result of several converging forces. As the marginal attraction of services increases faster than that for more goods, entreprenurial capital and business managements are turning more to the development of service markets. Because the expansion of these markets requires business organization, managements borrow applicable techniques that were successful in the mass production of goods.
In the short run, the emerging service systems both limit the range and impersonalize the nature of services. In the long run, it is possible that a, desirable proliferation of services will develop, paralleling that for commodities.
What Are Services? Services are "activities, benefits or satisfactions which are offered for sale, or are provided in connection with the sale of goods."2 More specifically, they represent either intangibles yielding satisfactions directly (insurance), tangibles yielding satisfactions directly (transportation, housing), or intangibles yielding satisfactions jointly when purchased either with commodities or other services (credit, delivery).
The time, place, and possession utilities delivered by a marketing system yield satisfactions jointly (and often indirectly), either through accompanying the form utility of the purchased commodity or through accompanying the nonform utility of a purchased service.
Such commodity-associated services make separate classification and reporting of service expenditures difficult. The Office of William Gomberg, "Problems of Economic Growth and Automation," California Management Review, Vol. 3 (Summer, 1961) 1929 1932 1933 1939 1940 1941 1945 1946 1947 1948 1950 1952 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 Gross National Product Business Economics of the Department of Commerce must distinguish between such joint commodity-service groups as purchased meals (classified as a nondurable commodity) and shoe repair (classified as a sei-vice). But how much service is involved in dining at a restaurant or a snack bar? How much commodity goes into shoe repair?
Year
The 55 service items for which consumer expenditures are tabulated ". . . are comprised of several hundred separate series of estimates; and these represent the incorporation of numerous types of data from many government and private sources, processed by procedures virtually running the gamut of those used in national income estimation."3 Clearly the data on consumer service expenditures need careful Interpretation.
The intangibility, perishability, heterogeneity, and ubiquity make total comprehension of services difficult. In addition, the phrase takes on variable meanings depending upon whether its usage is directed to employment, national income accounting, or marketing activities. The tabulations in this article are based on the U.S. Department of Commerce's definition of service expenditures. These consist of the market value of purchases of services by individuals and nonprofit institutions, and includes tbe imputed rental value of owner-occupied houses.* Table 1 (1929, 1941, 1960 Service expenditures proved less elastic than commodity expenditures during the depression of the 1930s. Also, the carryover effects of price controls, rationing, and service stringencies from World War II caused service expenditures to sink to a low point of 31.1% of personal consumption expenditures in 1947, before beginning a steady rise to prewar, predepression levels.
Between 1929 and 1960, four groups of services increased their relative shares, and seven decreased for a net decline over the entire period. Although a sizable increase in consumer service expenditures was recorded between 1941 and 1960, a case can be made supporting either the growth or decline in service expenditures, depending upon the base year selected for comparison. Most commentaries in recent years have used the post-World War II growth in service expenditures to predict continuing service growth. Over a longer time span, consumer purchases of services at current prices increased more than 14 times between the decades of 1869-1878 and 1919-1928, -while total consumer expenditures were increasing less than 12 times.T he constitution of many services has changed markedly since 1929 accompanied by differential rates of income growth between service workers and commodity workers. Together, these changes mean that the same relative dollar expenditure today for ostensibly the same services and commodities will buy a different physical mix of the two as compared with earlier periods.
Thus, there is no way of readily measuring the actual level of services delivered today compared with any earlier period. All that is measured are aggregate dollar expenditures for classification items identified as services.
Stages of Economic Growth
The well-known Clark-Fisher hypothesis states generally that agriculture, forestry, hunting, and fishing receive major attention in primary or lowlevel economies, and that secondary-stage emphasis turns to manufacturing ". . . defined as a process, not using the resources of nature directly, producing, on a large scale, and by a continuous process, transportable goods."" Tertiary-level activities, it is hypothesized, emphasize trade and transport; finance and communication; building and construction; and professional, personal and governmental activities. Since these activities are mostly services, a tertiary-level economy should experience a rising share of expenditures in the service sector.
The lesser known "Foote-Hatt hypothesis" limits the tertiary group to "domestic and quasi-domestic services: restaurants and hotels, barber and beauty shops, laundry and dry cleaning, repairing and maintenance, and the sprinkling of handcrafts, once performed at home . . ."'' Transport, commerce, communication, finance, and administration are identified as quaternary industries, while a quinary group is conceptualized as refining and extending human capacities through medical care, education, research and recreation, including the arts.
These patterns of growth serve to ennunciate more specifically the essence of Ernst Engel's "law" set forth in 1857-one part of which stated that as income increases, the percentage spent for sundries increases rapidly. 
Five Propositions

Markets For Business Expansion
In meeting human wants, the most obvious and attractive markets to businessmen are those requiring tangible commodities to satisfy physiological wants. Less obvious and less attractive markets are those requiring commodity-associated services or "pure" services to answer psychological wants or complex combinations of physiological-psychological wants.
Having exhausted most of the visible growth potential in domestic markets of physical goods and physiological wants, large-scale manufacturing enterprises increasingly have tunied to other markets more difficult to serve but that have higher potential rates of return. These are markets where commodity-associated services or "productified" services render utilitarian satisfactions to business consumers and functional satisfactions to household consumers.** Market demand for yet undeveloped services beyond these utilitarian service benefits lies largely hidden in high-risk obscurity. The Clark-Fisher, Foote-Hatt, and Engel theories suggest that higherlevel consumption will make service groups such as education, medicine, and research increasingly important.
Controlling the potentials of technological applications, business today is competing vigorously in applying technology to services. Thus, data-processing, automation, self-service, automatic vending, and materials-handling equipment and systems are examples where business has complemented or replaced office clerks, secretaries, sales clerks, and laborers with equipment or commodities.
Small, single-unit firms physically dominate the service community. However, the 3.5'% of consumerservice establishments reporting total receipts above $100,000 received almost half of total receipts shown in the 1954 Census of Business.L eadership in the development of service systems clearly rests with the integrated, successful, and aggressive business firms. Cooperation between large manufacturing corporations making servicesystem components and progressive marketing or- ganizations using these components provide the main thrust in this service revolution.
Development of Service Technologies
In the Clark-Fisher hypothesis, attention in the secondary level of economic development centers upon mass production and the attempts to minimize unit costs. In the tertiary period, more consideration is allocated to the expansion of service technologies and the discovery of optimum scales for delivering such services. Standardization of work procedures, specialization of talents, the use of equipment and machinery, and administrativecontrol procedures are applied increasingly. These elements are coordinated into systems which have been defined as assemblages or combinations of things or parts forming complex or unitary wholes. The purpose of these systems is to routinize servicing operations so that services can be provided faster, more conveniently, and at lower unit costs for mass markets.
Technical and equipment-directed systems have been successfully developed for communications through data processing, radio, and television-for transportation, through mass-transit systems; and for education, through television courses aaid testing systems. Technological applications for individual instruction based on teaching machines have been Identified as " (1) individual reading pacers, il) individual viewing and listening equipment for existing slides, filmstrips, motion pictures, and recordings, (3) language laboratories, (4) specifically programmed printed materials such as scrambled textbooks, (5) actual teaching machines containing carefully worked out programs with various inge nious mechanical or electronic arrangements to test student reaction, and inform him of his progress "'" Sonie organizational aspects of systems have been applied to insurance through group insurance and comprehensive coverage plans, to medicine through Self-service technology for retail trade has become a commonplace. Systems of layout, display conimunication, and control have been coordinated to facilitate self-service buying. Automatic vending equipment represents a further technological de velopnient in retail trade that is being more widely applied.
-L
imits and Impersonalization of Services
In the beginning of its life cycle, a new consumer service usually is offered to and is sought by higher socio-economic levels. If sufficiently desired, it tends to become a symbol of status and will be sought by the next lower socio-economic group. Obviously, each lower group has less income to support this service than the group immediately above it. Social pressure and legal means are then invoked to help realize this service for a wider market.
The opportunity to service profitably larger numbers of people creates a business challenge. Hence, the component elements in a service are identifiedŝ egmented, analyzed, and structured. Economic feasibility often limits the application of technology to the central core of essential elements in the service. Personalized service attention is supposed to take care of the remaining "non-productified" and non-systematized portions of the service.
If cost were no consideration, most people would prefer a full quota of personalized attention in their purchases of services. However, personal service seems to retain its qualitative features better when rendered to a relatively small percentage of the population. Delivery of personalized service to large numbers necessarily results in some loss of the deferential aspects which are the very essence of Its attraction. When service becomes partly dehumanized, it loses some of its ego-satisfying properties.
Perhaps a subhypothesis is: The quantity and quality of the personalized attention in a service varies inversely with the percentage of the population efi'ectively desiring it. Implicit assumptions are that service gates or facilities will not expand proportionally with the demand for the service and that special infiuences are irrelevant.
"Massification of Taste""
The changing character of services caused bv increasing technology (science) and decreasing personalization (art) seems to apply generally to medicine and education. The delivery of these services to more and more people has required greater reliance upon systems and less upon the personal ministrations of doctor or teacher. Certainly medical care and education have become increasingly impersonal. This is not to say that their intrinsic value consisting of the essential design and function IS necessarily less, although they may be For a service such as medical care, the intrinsic essentials might consist of accurate diagnosis and proper remedy. Extrinsically added elements might be abundant personal "loving care," luxurious and spacious facilities, the reputations of doctor or nospital. The intrinsic essentials of the college education might include only the bare opportunity to learn or to be exposed to a prescribed series of courses Extrinsically, it has come to include all of the extracurricular activities and color associated with campus life.
The intrinsic value of these increasingly imper-' I Same reference as footnote 7, at p. 366. sonalized services may also remain the same or even increase. Most decreases are induced by dissatisfactions associated ^ith reductions in the extrinsic values added. Equating, the value of the entire service with the extrinsic element only has led many to condemn the entire systematization of services.
These extrinsic dissatisfactions include increases in waiting and queuing time, the use of standardized forms, the ordering of procedural steps, and double-checking to maintain the integrity of the system. Increasingly less servile attendants also reduce the extrinsic values.
The total impact of systems in codifying and standardizing services encourages a general "massification of taste." Service systems contribute to this conformity in tastes by organizing and structuring the range of service expectations. They do this by limiting the service channels to profitable ones and by minimizing exceptional treatment cases.
Proliferation of Services
The application of technology to the delivery of mass services may do for services what technology did for mass production. Applied to mass production, it resulted in the presentation of better quality goods of far wider varieties at lower unit prices. With few exceptions, customers no longer expect the maker of goods to custom produce items to individual order.
There is now the challenge of a similar revolution for services. The tools are now available and the beginning is well launched. Specialists with greater sophistication in quantitative data-handling techniques and supported by computer ability are assisting business in the development of efficient service patterns in transportation, communication, and inventory-control systems. Governmental agencies use these practitioners in solving large logistics problems. It is possible that some of the new service-system techniques will be applied to other service areas such as in education and medicine.
The assumption that today's or yesterday's qualitative standards of service will be the ones delivered tomorrow to twice as many recipients is not valid. Intrinsically the service may be better or the same, but extrinsically it will probably be poorer until acceptable substitutes are developed for loss of personalization. Even if the supply of qualified physicians, teachers, and other service specialists were more responsive to the demand for them, it is questionable that society could or would support the traditional cost structure. Greater per capita consumption of these services will be facilitated by a lowering of their average unit costs. Since the supply of such specialists is not readily expandable in the short run, an accompanying impersonalization and systematization of services appear reasonable expectations.
The longer-run picture for services is considerably brighter. The intrinsic value of services will increase as knowledge from all investigative areas and advancing technology are combined in effective service systems. The extrinsic value of services may also increase through developing more comprehensive and flexible systems to deliver service satisfactions. Delivery of satisfactory intrinsic and extrinsic elements of services to wider segments of the population can be accomplished only through expanding the structure of commodity-associated and systematized services.
MARKETING MEMO
Doing Nothing Is A Decision . . . Innovation is a gamble, but so is standing pat. Old methods must relentlessly be weeded out if they are now wrong, not because they are old but only because they are wrong. New methods must be created and put to use, not because they are new but because they are better. If you do not do so yourself, someone else wiil.
-Arthur B. Dougall, "Lessons from the Retailing Revolution," Marketing For Profit, A Report From Stewart, Dougall & Associates, Inc. (June-July, 1962 ).
